How To Be Interesting Though Factual

In preparing a report of a new scientific finding, it is sometimes possible to entice a reader into sticking with you through apparently pointless stretches by intimating at regular intervals that you have discovered something in his private bailiwick that he had better know about. This technique, if crude, is legitimate. Indeed, some of the greatest literary artists use analogous techniques, for example, Dostoevski, who invariably opens the preliminary remarks necessary to introduce a new turn of events with the exclamation: "Then something happened that nobody could have foreseen, something that was to be talked about in our district for many years." But just as subtler methods are possible in fiction, so also in telling the story of a piece of scientific work.

Consider the sequence of steps that make up a successful inquiry. If an author merely describes those steps, then, even though the reader finds each move permissible and each result valid, the inquiry itself will appear to be just one thing after another. But, if, in addition, the author presents each step in terms of the purpose it serves, then the reader will see the inquiry as leading to the solution of a problem. Steps without direction are dull; solving a problem is interesting. Consequently, the way to get people who begin reading a paper to finish it is to develop a sense of purpose. In fact, once a paper is properly oriented, it will gain not only reader interest, but also such other essentials as coherence, clarity, and balance of detail. Teleological explanation may have no place in science proper, but to the extent that scientific investigations have to do with the intentions of men, it has a place in science writing.

To illustrate the advantages of explanation in terms of purpose, let us consider two possible ways of reporting the results of an imaginary inquiry. Our little inquiry offers a solution to a problem that occasionally arises in the course of preparing picnics, cold lunches, and similar repasts.

First version: Ordinarily, determining whether an egg is cooked or raw, without breaking the shell, poses no special problem. But suppose that several hard-boiled eggs—now cooled—are inadvertently mixed with several raw eggs. How then would you tell them apart? The following method requires no special equipment, only the application of a well-known physical principle. Place each egg on its side and attempt to spin it. If it spins easily, it is cooked; if not, it is raw. Raw eggs do not spin readily because the rotational energy is dissipated in the egg's interior, as dictated by the hydrodynamics of viscous fluids. To confirm the method, break the eggs.

Second version: Twelve white eggs were purchased at a supermarket. The eggs were divided into two groups of equal number. The eggs in the first group were boiled seven minutes and allowed to cool; the eggs in the second group were kept as controls. The eggs were mixed. Each egg was placed on its side, and an attempt was made to spin it, after which the egg was broken. It was easy to spin those eggs that subsequently were found to be cooked, but difficult to spin those eggs that proved to be raw. Etc., etc.

The strategy of developing a sense of purpose applies at any level: technical reports for fellow specialists, popular articles for scientists in other fields, and popular articles for the totally uninitiated. Authors know where they are heading; may they share that secret with the readers.—J.T.
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Smooth, Uniform Pneumatic Movement

A pneumatic instrument of high sensitivity and simple operation, the deFonbrune micromanipulator has proven highly satisfactory for micro studies in many fields. Pneumatic pump system provides smooth, uniform and erect movement. May be used with any type microscope...right or left hand operation. Ratio of displacement of control lever and micro tool adjustable from 1:50 to 1:2,500.
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The new RSCo MODEL 2470

ZONE MELTING APPARATUS

The MODEL 2470 apparatus holds a glass or quartz tube inside of which is placed the charge of material to be purified. A moving table holds either induction heating coils or electric resistance heating rings which surround the tube. A synchronous motor and variable speed reducer drive the table at a constant rate variable from 0.36 to 9 inches per hour. Adjustable stops limit the table travel and actuate a rapid return mechanism. Multiple-pass zone melting is thus completely automatic.
NEW and completely revised!
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Over 690 Pages

Twenty-two world famous specialists have participated to make this volume a classic. Editor Taylor has contributed 6 chapters and a glossary.
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EQUIPMENT NEWS

The information reported here is obtained from manufacturers and from other sources considered to be reliable. Science does not assume responsibility for the accuracy of the information. All inquiries concerning items listed should be addressed to Science, Room 740, 11 W. 42 St., New York 36, N.Y. Include the name(s) of the manufacturer(s) and the department number(s).

- ELECTROMETER-MEGOHMMETER measures resistance from 5 Mohm to 5 x 10^8 Mohm in nine decade ranges. The instrument consists of a cathode-follower electrometer with a series of input shunt resistors and a regulated 500-v power supply. Accuracy varies from 3 percent on the lower ranges to 10 percent on the highest. Open-circuit input-voltage drift rate is about 0.02 v/min. (Walker N. Trump, Dept. S684)

- RELAY, of subminiature size, will provide continuous duty at 200°C and intermittent duty to 250°C. The coil assembly is hermetically isolated from the contact assembly to avoid contamination of contacts. Weight is 0.5 oz. (Reltron Corp., Dept. S687)

- ULTRASONIC PROCESSING TANKS of 5- and 8-gal capacities operate at a frequency of 20 kc/sec. The tanks operate with 400-w and 700-w generators, respectively. Treatment chambers, made of No. 302 stainless steel, are equipped with input and outlet drains. (General Ultrasoundics Co., Dept. S691)

- VACUUM INDUCTION FURNACE has a capacity of 12 lb of molten steel. Temperatures of 1700°C or higher, depending on crucible material, are produced. Pressure is maintained at 1 μ. Accessories include a special crucible for heat-treating, inert-gas introduction kit, and feed-through for power and water. (National Research Corp., Dept. S698)

- POWER SUPPLY, regulated by a transistor-magnetic amplifier, furnishes 0 to 60 v at 5 amp. Maximum ripple is 1 mv r.m.s. Line regulation is 5 mv static and less than 5 mv dynamic. Load regulation is less than 25 mv. (Perkin Engineering Corp., Dept. S699)

- VERTICAL AMPLIFIER for a 10 Mcy/sec oscilloscope has input sensitivity of 5 mv/cm from d-c to 10 Mcy/sec. Drift after ½-hr warm-up is less than 1 cm/hr. Sensitivity is adjustable from 0.005 to 50 v/cm. (Hewlett-Packard Co., Dept. S701)

- DIRECT-WRITING OSCILLOGRAPH RECORDER provides up to 19 channels of curvilinear recording on a 24.5-in. chart. Either ink or electric writing is available. Pen spac-
MULTI-CHANNEL OSCILLOGRAPH

This new concept in direct writing Polygraphs provides a building block method enabling users to assemble multi-channel recording systems of unusual flexibility and low cost. Electrical, pneumatic and mechanically actuated pen writers can be intermixed to achieve the best arrangement for any recording problem. Sensing devices, amplifiers, events markers, timers and other auxiliary devices are also available.

LOW IN PRICE

C. H. STOELTING COMPANY
Write for Additional Information
424 N. HOMAN AVE., CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS

IF YOU WORK WITH HIGH VACUUM

AVOID...FUSSING TIME
...TINKERING TIME
...POOR PERFORMANCE
...OPERATING DIFFICULTIES

Satisfactory design and profitable operation of high vacuum equipment require specialized knowledge and components. Even if you're already a vacuum expert, you can avoid lengthy study, tedious calculations, and costly pitfalls by asking for the assistance of NRC vacuum specialists. That's the quick, sure, no-cost way to assure that you benefit from the lessons learned in thousands of vacuum installations.

NRC Equipment Corporation is your one convenient source for service-proved components, equipment, and systems especially designed for high vacuum service. PLUS technical help in selecting the items which will best suit your own needs.

Write us today:

NRC

A Subsidiary of National Research Corporation
Dept. 25-L, CHARLEMONT ST., NEWTON, MASS.

FROM OUR LINE
OF EXCEPTIONAL LABORATORY APPARATUS

BRINKMANN-HERAEUS
Micro Combustion Train
Will operate at 1200°C continuously
Fully automatic
All parts interchangeable

"TORBAL"
Series of Micro Torsion Balances
Eye level operation
Fully damped for fast weighing
Ranges from 1 mg to 10 g
NO VERNIER, direct reading

ULTRA Thermostats
(Hoeppler system)
circulating waterbaths of high capacity and extreme accuracy
from -30 to +250°C
at ±1/100°C
Fully electronic control

SEDIBAL
Recording Sedimentation Balance
with built-in automatic recorder
for particle size determination
from 1 to 6 microns
Simple—Fast—Accurate

BRINKMANN PENETROMETER
ASTM SPECIFICATIONS
Many novel features for better accuracy and faster operation

DTA — Netzsch
The modern apparatus for AUTOMATIC Differential
Thermo Analysis
Built in recorder
Temperatures to 1500°C
Indispensable for measuring endothermic and exothermic reactions under controlled conditions

For complete technical information and prices contact

BRINKMANN INSTRUMENTS INC.
GREAT NECK 376-380 GREAT NECK ROAD, L. I., N. Y.
PHILADELPHIA 3214 NORTH BROAD STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Vacuum tube voltmeter for a-c will withstand temperatures of 85°C. Accuracy of ±2 percent, full scale, is retained at 71°C. The input impedance is 1 Mohm, and the frequency range is 20 to 50,000 c/sec. Ranges from 30 mv to 300 v are available. (Trio Laboratories, Inc., Dept. S702)

Flow colorimeter uses ratio recording to provide continuous analysis of color. Measurements can be made from 350 to 1000 nm in the presence of turbidity or entrained gas. Path lengths from 1 to 100 cm are available. Insensitivity both to source variations and to accumulation of foreign matter on the cell windows is said to be a feature of the instrument's performance. (Beckman Instruments, Inc., Dept. S703)

Electrocardiograph electrode, for use during surgery, permits the use of a sterile hypodermic needle as a subcutaneous contact. The subcutaneous electrode is said to make optimum contact and to eliminate skin resistance and the problem of paste drying. (Pacific Technical Agency, Dept. S704)

Force calibrator is a direct-reading, automatic balance, digital servo indicator. The indicator is calibrated with a strain-gage load cell for tension or compression measurements. Accuracy is 0.1 percent of reading or of lowest range, whichever is greater. National Bureau of Standards calibration can be supplied. (Gilmore Industries, Inc., Dept. S706)

Sequential sampler for air-pollution studies takes 12 consecutive samples by means of impingers, gas bubblers, or dry filters. Sampling is controlled by a series of midget solenoid valves connected to a common vacuum manifold. The sampling program may be adjusted by interchanging timing gears. (Gelman Instrument Co., Dept. S708)

Thermometer, of stainless steel, is of straight form. An adjustable mounting nut makes it possible to turn and lock the thermometer head for maximum visibility. Stem lengths are 2¾ to 72 in. A variety of ranges is available; accuracy is 1 percent of range. (W. C. Dillon and Co., Inc., Dept. S709)

Curve reader uses a flying-spot scanner to convert a photographic transparency of a drawn curve into a voltage signal. A multiplier-phototube circuit detects the
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B&L TRI-SIMPLEX
Micro-Projector
Vivid images of fixed specimens or living organisms, on screen or tracing pad.

B&L "FL" Microscope
Standard size and operation. Pre-focusing gage saves time. 100 x and 400 x.

B&L SilicoPolishing and Cleaning Cloths
New! Combines the ridicule of Silicoones with a non-woven, all-wool cloth. Used over and over (washable) to dust, polish, protect anti-fog mirrors, reflectors, lenses, coated optics, crystal glass, bittern, other plastics. Won't scratch. Lifetime, non-oily. Cloth size 18 x 16".

INFRARED SNIPERSCOPE TELESCOPE & PARTS
See in the dark—without being observed. War surplus Sniperscope M-12. Gov't. cost about $1200. Instrument—4 power; tripod—1000. Includes: Power Pack, Infrared light source. Will operate from 6 V vanadium battery. Battery or transformer available; Stock No. 85,053-W $1250.00 f.o.b. Save still more money! Build your own Sniperscope! We will furnish in- dustrial—parts, including: Power Packs, 125PA Image tubes, light units, filters, etc. For details—request FREE Bulletin A-26-W.

BUILD A SOLAR ENERGY FURNACE
Great Project for Geophysical Year!
A fascinating new field. You can build your own Solar Furnace for experimentation—many practical uses. It's easy— inexpensive, use your scrap wood. We furnish instruction sheet. This sun powered furnace will generate terrific heat—2000° to 3000°. Fluxes Enameled to metal. Produces many unusual fusion effects. Sells paper for acres. Use our Frontier Lens—14 x 14 inch diameter —f/14. Stock No. 70,133-W package of 1 $6.00 Postpaid Stock No. 70,131-W package of 2 $11.00 Postpaid Stock No. 70,132-W package of 4 $20.00 Postpaid

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG-W
Huge selection of lenses, prisms, war surplus optical instruments, parts and accessories. Telescopes, microscopes, reflector telescopes, binoculars, microscopes, etc. Mirrors, Ronchi rulings, dozens of other hard-to-get optical items. America's No. 1 source of supply for Photographers, Hobbyists, Telescope Makers, etc. Ask for catalog W

EXCELLENT XMAS GIFTS
FINE AMERICAN-MADE INSTRUMENT AT OVER 50% SAVING

STEREO MICROSCOPE
Up to 3" Working Distance—Ergo Image—Wide 3 Di-
Menisonal Field

Now, ready after years in development — this instrument answers the long standing need for a sturdy, efficient STEREO MICROSCOPE at low cost. Used in production —In research —In the lab, shop, factory, or at home; for inspections, examinations, counting, checking, assem-
bling, dissecting—speeding up and improving quality control. 2 sets of objectives on rat-
ing turret. Standard pair of wide field 10X Redline Eye-
pieces gives you 25 power and 40 power. Additional eye-
pieces available for greater or lesser magnification. A low reflection coated prism erecting system gives you an erect image—correct as to right and left—clear and sharp. Heli-
cral rack and pinion focusing. Precision, American-made! 10-DAY TRIAL... complete satisfaction or your money back. Order Stock No. 85,056-W (Shipping wt. approx. 11 lbs.) Full price $99.50 f.o.b. Barrington, N. J.

Send Check or M.O. —Money-back guarantee!

Stock No. 85,050-W (Shipping wt. 10 lbs.) $29.50 f.o.b. Barrington, N.J.

SILICONE POLISHING and CLEANING CLOTHS
Now! Combines the ridicule of Silicoones with a non-woven, all-wool cloth. Used over and over (washable) to dust, polish, protect anti-fog mirrors, reflectors, lenses, coated optics, crystal glass, bittern, other plastics. Won't scratch. Lifetime, non-oily. Cloth size 18 x 16".

Lower Prices on Larger Quantities

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY
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B&L TRI-SIMPLEX
Micro-Projector
Vivid images of fixed specimens or living organisms, on screen or tracing pad.

B&L "FL" Microscope
Standard size and operation. Pre-focusing gage saves time. 100 x and 400 x.

B&L Microscopes
Ideal for general science, field trips. 10 x, 20 x or 40 x. With stand (as shown) or folding tripod.

B&L BALOPTICON® Projectors
Brilliant full-screen images of slides, opaque objects, even chemical reactions!

SEE FOR YOURSELF
in FREE CLASSROOM
DEMONSTRATION
(Just mail coupon)

B&L STEREOMICROSCOPES
Natural 3-D detail, widest field of view, simple to use. 6.6 x to 150 x.

B&L SPECTROSCOPES
Easy-to-see spectra of elements make chemical analysis easy to understand.

TRY THEM! USE THEM! SEE FOR YOURSELF!

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL
75924 St. Paul Street, Rochester 2, N. Y.
I'd like a demonstration, catalogs, or... [blank]
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